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TCOM and CANS/ANSA/FAST Trainers
•

Reinforce the principles of TCOM through
providing training, coaching, and other supports.

•

Provide classroom based CANS/ANSA/FAST
training overview prior to on-line certification for
any new hires or staff.

•

Provide coaching and support for anyone who is
struggling with their CANS/ANSA/FAST certification
exam.

A Philosophy from Which Change Can Grow
Transformational: Our work is focused on personal change.
Collaborative: We must develop a shared understanding and vision.
Outcomes: What we measure impacts the decisions we make about
the strategies and interventions we use.
Management: Information gathered is used in all aspects of
managing the system from planning for individuals and families, to
supervision, and program/system operations.
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TCOM: 5 Decision Points of Care

SCREENING

COLLABORATIVE
ASSESSMENT

CARE
PLANNING

TREATMENT
MONITORING

TRANSITIONS/
LINKAGES

Information from TCOM tools such as the CANS/ANSA/FAST/CAT are designed to follow the course of the
individual, youth and family from system access to goal attainment and transition. Data feedback are
configured to support decisions appropriate to different roles at each level of the system.

Meaningful Measurement is Key
Management of care—from
individual service levels to goal
setting to decision modeling to
census management to program
evaluation to agency evaluation—
should actually be linked to and
driven by the measurement of
meaningful and salient variables
critical to client care.

The Context of Training and TCOM
Applying Adragogy, Secondary Language Acquisition and the
Tech Hype Cycle to Adult Learning

Getting to Understanding: TCOM Tool as Secondary Language Acquisition
Stage
Pre-Production

Early Production

Speech Emergence

Intermediate Fluency

Advanced Fluency

Second Language

TCOM/TCOM Tool

Developing vocabulary. Learning by
listening

Certification training. Reads Reference Guide for item and
description familiarity, uses Tip sheets and other support materials
for action level understanding.

Using vocabulary. Memorizing short
chunks.

Beginning comprehension and use. Completion of the TCOM Tool
involves the use of the Reference Guide for each item and action
level rating. Beginning the integration of TCOM Tool into
assessment/discovery process. Coaching support required.

Simple sentences. Initiating conversations.

Good comprehension and use. Occasionally uses the Reference
Guide for item descriptions. Can distinguish between needs and
strength action levels. TCOM Tool integration in
assessment/discovery process is smoother. Coaching is helpful.

Complex sentences; expressing opinions and
thoughts.

Excellent comprehension. Comfortable, quick and efficient use of
tool and action levels in assessment and treatment/service planning.
Coaching to blind spots.

Close to native fluency in speaking, thinking
and formulating ideas.

Ease of use close to other, more established practice methods. Can
be counted on to describe TCOM, CANS and it’s use to others.
Demonstrates TCOM and the use of the CANS throughout treatment
process. Occasional coaching.

Extrapolating
the Hype Cycle

VISIBILITY

Peak of Inflated Expectations

Using TCOM and
TCOM Tool

Modified
Hype Cycle

Plateau of Productivity

Slope of Enlightenment

Technology
Trigger

Trough of Disillusionment
Valley of Oblivion
Ravine
of Demise
TIME

Tip Sheet: Certification Tests
@praedfoundation
/PraedFoundation

The TCOM Tools: Obtaining Certification
Visit TCOMTraining.com to view the list of
all TCOM Tools used in your jurisdiction.
EXPLORE TCOM
CONTENT AND
EMBED TCOM INTO
YOUR DAY-TO-DAY
PRACTICE:

There are many ways to embed TCOM into your day-to-day practice. At the supervisory level,
using action levels (in individual cases and in the aggregate) to guide planning/care, to track
progress in care, and to help your staff and your program develop are great ways to do that. Many
in the collaborative are using data in wonderful ways, and you can learn about that and much more
at our blog: https://tcomconversations.org/TCOMtraining-faq/
Regular User Certification Score: .70, Super User/Trainer Certification Score: .80

WHY TAKE A PRACTICE TEST:

WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER

Practice tests are untimed and give you the chance integrate
content without stress!
Take at least 1 Practice Test
Review your answers with preferred ratings

Repeatedly taking certification exams (without the practice
test) can lead to struggle! The timed environment and
frustration and stress can keep you from building
Communimetric skills.

DON’T get hung up on the “anchors” (aka the descriptions for each action level within a given item) and
instead focus on the action levels!
“Action Overrides Anchor”
Needs Items Translate Directly into ACTION
0 = Nothing, no evidence of a need
1 = Monitor, or collect more information, suspicion
or history of a need
2 = ACT to address Need, evidence of the need
interfering with functioning
3 = ACT Immediately/Intensely, evidence of
imminent danger to safety, health, and/or
development

Think about the action level needed for each item. It may
even override the specific description provided.
Would I check on this or think about it (1)?
Would I definitely intervene/refer for an intervention (2)?
Would I urgently intervene (3)?
Focus on the action levels, and move to the anchors (or item
descriptions) only when you really feel stuck. Remember, we
cannot possibly generate examples for every circumstance in
the manual, so remembering the action levels (quick review
below) really helps.

Take your time on the Certification Exam:
Once you get to the final certification exam, take your time! A sample of 47,000
professionals took an average of 31 minutes to complete a certification exam
successfully. You have 2 hours (120 minutes) before you are timed out. DON’T RUSH.
1. Print out the manual and the rating form.
2. Print/Read the vignette (don’t forget to breathe) and check off any item on the
rating form that is present in the vignette.
3. Check the vignette line by line to correct/add/subtract actionable needs and
strengths.
If possible, take the test alone, at home, outside of work to avoid all distractions.
Reach out to your supervisor to assist protecting your testing time.
Join the conversation at www.TCOMConversations.org,

support@TCOMTraining.com

@praedfoundation
/PraedFoundation

CORE DOMAINS
Life Domain Functioning ○ Behavioral/Emotional Needs ○ Risk Behaviors
Cultural Factors ○ Strengths ○ Caregiver Resources and Needs
STRENGTHS DOMAIN—
This domain describes the assets of the child/youth that can be used to advance healthy development. Remember,
STRENGTHS are NOT the opposite of NEEDS. Increasing strengths, while addressing other needs, leads to better outcomes!

Strength Items are focused on USEFULNESS/UTILITY
0 = VERY USEFUL for Planning, well-developed or
centerpiece
1 = USEFUL for Planning, could be useful for
treatment planning, strength is evident
2 = POTENTIALLY USEFUL, strength requires building
in order to be used for planning
3 = Currently NOT a STRENGTH, consider building,
effort required to identify or create strengths

If there is NO MENTION of a strength, rate it a ‘3.’
If, for example, you don't explicitly read about a youth
with a positive future outlook, or a youth planning for
his/her future, the recommended rating would be a ’3’ on
optimism. When there is no evidence of a strength the
recommended rating is a ‘3.’
A ‘2’ can be potentially useful, any building activities for
this strength would be identified in planning.
A centerpiece strength is a ’0’ (that is, a powerful strength
that can be the focal point, or centerpiece, of the plan).

Example 1 (Centerpiece Strength-0): Molly sings like an angel. She goes to choir and is in a music program at
school. Even when she gets down, singing can bring her up. She hopes to be an opera singer in the future.
Example 2 (Useful Strength-1): Molly sings really well. She is in a music program at school and is interested in
doing more with her music.
Example 3 (Potential Strength-2): Molly has a nice voice. She likes music.

WHAT TO There is no N/A option on the exam, so you’ll want to read the instructions listed in order to
DO WITH AN choose the correct rating. Generally, an N/A is a ‘0’ for a Needs item and a ‘3’ for a Strengths
N/A? item.

CAREGIVER RESOURCES AND NEEDS DOMAIN—
A caregiver is the family member or paid helper who provides support for an individual who is unable to fully care for
themselves. If the child/youth is in foster care, the caregiver is the person(s) who is part of the permanency goal.

Overrating is very common on the Caregiver Resources and Needs Domain. It is important not to make
assumptions; rate only what is there. Be careful not to read into the needs and strengths of the caregiver
based on what you read about the youth. Take the vignette literally, and remember that the action levels on
most items in this domain are related to the caregiver’s capacity to parent.
This is a great example of how the vignettes force us to practice Communimetric principles. Read the item
description at the top of each item in the Caregiver Resources and Needs domain, then go through the
vignette and see if you have actual evidence of that caregiver need. Remember to focus on the action levels
here. If, for example, the caregiver has mental health issues but is parenting well, the action level for
“Mental Health” would likely be a ’1.’

Join the conversation at www.TCOMConversations.org,

support@TCOMTraining.com

Communimetrics is designed to make thinking processes

transparent and provide a conceptual organization or framework
for the thinkers to be attuned to the relevant factors that must be
thought through in any particular circumstance.

-- Lyons (2009)

Information
Science Principles

Relevant

01

Actionable

02

Timely

03

Items are included because it is relevant to supporting decisions for
individuals, families, organizations and systems.

Level of need or strength translates to action. Provides a way to gauge
the immediacy/intensity of effort currently needed.

Items are rated within a 30-day window. This helps to keep the
assessments relevant. Action levels can override the 30-day window.

04

Client Focus

05

The ‘What’

06

It’s about the individual, not the individual in services. Focuses on the extent to
which the individual can function without services or intervention.

In assessment, focuses on what the individual’s needs. Avoids explaining
away needs with what might be underlying causes. The ‘why’ is brought into
treatment planning.

Culture and Development

Development and culture are considered before rating the items.

Shared Vision
Principles

Tip Sheet: Needs & Strengths

Why Practice Vignettes?
• Provides an opportunity for a deep dive into understanding the communimetric
principle of actionable items.
• Discussions on vignettes and ratings:
• helps us understand how our assumptions on a case impacts how we see a
youths’ needs and strengths.
• provides us with an opportunity to practice surfacing disagreements about our
perspectives on youths’ needs or strengths (pre-rating triangulation).
• Helps us understand that establishing reliability is not separate from our process of
relating to, and working with our children, youth, adult and family clients.

Collaborative Treatment Planning
Creating a Roadmap for Change using the CANS

Map a Plan: Choose a target need and link background needs
to it. Identify intervention(s) for target need. Factor in strengths
that help and strengths to build. Identify anticipated outcome.
Treatment Plan

Step 4

Cluster Needs: What are the background needs,
treatment target needs, anticipated outcome needs?

Prioritize and Link: What are the needs we
can change? Are there strengths can effect
change when linked with needs?

Step 2
Collaborative Assessment

Step 3

Identify Strengths and Needs: What are the
caregiver and youth’s relevant strengths and needs?

Family and Youth Voice: What are the family’s
and youth’s primary concerns, goals and vision?

Step 1

Step 1: Family and Youth Voice
‣ Identify the family’s primary concerns, goals/vision for the child or youth.
‣ Identify the child or youth’s primary concerns, goals/vision for him/herself.
‣ Identify each individual team member’s primary concerns, goals/vision for
the child or youth.

‣ Come to consensus on the primary concerns, goals/vision for the child or
youth.

Step 1A: Multiple Voices
Primary Concern

Goal/Vision

school, worries about grandfather

No problems at school or home

GRAND PARENTS

limit setting, Mike’s stress level

Better support Mike and
have him live at home

TEACHER

grades, fighting

School success

THERAPIST

worries about grandfather,
school engagement

Less worries, improved school and
interpersonal functioning

MIKE

Step 1B: Shared Voice
“Mike is fighting with others at school and is failing most of his classes.
At home, he doesn't engage with the family, argues with his
grandparents, and breaks curfew several days a week. Mike’s worries
that his grandfather’s health problems are worsening come out as anger,
shutting himself off from family, arguing and fighting with others. We
understand that grandfather’s stroke has triggered worries in Mike that
relate back to his life with his mother. We need to find ways to support
Mike at school and help our family stay together.”

Step 2: The What — Identifying Needs & Strengths
A summary of NEEDS and STRENGTHS (Needs rated ‘2’ and ‘3’; all Strengths).
Using this summary, list the items:
- List caregiver strengths from those items that could be resources for the
child or youth
- List the child or youth’s strengths
- List the caregiver needs
- List the child or youth’s needs

Step 2: Relevant Needs & Strengths
Neglect

Yes

Living Situation

3

Disruptions in Caregiving/

Yes

Family Strengths

1

Interpersonal

0

Attachment Needs
Oppositional Behavior

2

Natural Supports

1

Anger Control

2

Relationship Permanence

1

Anxiety

2

Talents/Interests

3

Social Functioning

2

CG Physical

2

School

2

CG Supervision

2

School Behavior

2

CG Knowledge

1

School Achievement

2

CG Involvement with Care

1

2

CG Social Resources

1

Family Functioning

Step 3: The Why — Prioritizing and Linking
Prioritize and link the items in order to help us focus and develop a theory of
why. The theory of why should closely match the team’s shared
understanding of the problem and goals.
- Identify needs that we cannot change (or choose not to change at this
time).
- Prioritize needs that we can change.
- Identify needs that we would expect would change as a result of our
work.
- Link needs with strengths that can be used or built to effect change.

Step 3: The What and the Why — Understanding Needs
Background Needs

Target Needs

Anticipated Outcomes

• Needs that are not likely to change, but
shift the pathway down which
• Effective intervention around these
treatment is provided.
needs will likely result in direct change • Needs expected to shift as a result of
of the need.
effectively targeting the treatment
• Background needs inform our focus and
needs.
• Changes in these needs also likely to
our theory of why.
change Anticipated Outcomes
• Anticipated Outcome needs are the
• In complex care management,
“effect” of the target needs.
background needs may require
• Plan goals will directly target these
management in order to prevent other
needs.
needs for occurring.

Needs we cannot change

Needs we can change

Needs that are the effect of change

Step 3: The What and the Why — Mike example
Background Needs

- Neglect
- Disruptions in

Caregiving/Attachment Losses

- CG Medical/Physical
Needs we cannot change

Target Needs

-

Anticipated Outcomes

Oppositional
Anger Control
Anxiety
Social Functioning
School Behavior

-

Family Functioning
Living Situation
School
Social Functioning

School Achievement
Needs we can change

Needs that are the effect of change

Step 3: The What and the Why — Understanding Strengths
Centerpiece Strengths

Useful Strengths

• A well developed strength; may be • Strength that is evident, but
used as a protective factor.
requires effort to maximize it.
• Can be linked to a target need to
facilitate change.

When linked to need,
strength effects change

• Can be linked to a target need to
facilitate change.

When linked to need,
strength effects change

Strengths to Build
• Strengths that require building
efforts before they can be useful for
the individual.
• May be something important to
build and by doing so, support
change on a target need.

If built, strength can support change

Step 3: The What and the Why — Understanding Strengths
Centerpiece Strengths

Useful Strengths

Strengths to Build

- Mike: Family Strengths, Natural
- Mike: Interpersonal

Supports, Relationship
Permanence

- Grandparents: Knowledge,

- Mike: Talents and Interests,
Community Connection

Involvement with Care. Social
Resources

When linked to need,
strength effects change

When linked to need,
strength effects change

If built, strength can support change

Step 4: The What, Why and How — Clustering Needs
‣ Choose your target need.
‣ Link associated background needs (drivers) to the chosen target need. (Remember,
you may not always have background needs that drive target needs but you want to
ask.)

‣ What other needs will improve as a result of your intervention? Identify those
anticipated outcomes.

‣ Choose interventions/supports to address the target need.
‣ Cross check your intervention with useful strengths.
‣ Cross check with absent strengths. How must those be factored in? How will their
absence impair success on the target?

Step 4: The What, Why and How –
Clustering Needs towards Creating a Plan
Background Needs

Treatment Target Needs

Objectives

Activities

Useful Strengths

Activities

Strengths to Build

Activities

Anticipated Outcomes

Step 4: The What, Why and How –
Clustering Needs towards Creating a Plan
Background Needs

Treatment Target Needs

Neglect

Adjustment to Trauma

CG –Physical/Medical

Anger Control

Objectives

Activities
Trauma Informed Tx

Anticipated Outcomes
School Behavior
School Achievement

CG Supervision

Parent Education

CG Knowledge

No Fighting
Follow Home Rules
GPs able to continue to have
Mike live with them

Useful Strengths
Family
Interpersonal
Community Life

Activities
Keep Mike in the Community

Strengths to Build
Talents/Interests

Activities
Interest Assessment

Monitoring the Plan
Indep Lvng Skills
Sleep
Sexual Dev/Identity
Medical/Physical
Legal
Judgement

Time 2

Dev/Intell

Time 1

Rec Funct
Soc Func with Peers
Schl Behavior
Schl Attendance
Schl Achievement
Living Situation
Family Functioning
0

1

2

3

Ensuring Progress to What’s Next
•

With the youth and the family, identify benchmarks
for the treatment targets and functional outcomes
that alert the team to when things are working and
when they aren’t. Monitor these benchmarks.

•

Be willing to make changes to the treatment plan
before compliance regulations require you to do so.

•

Develop the youth and family’s toolkit: Identify what
supported the change — what worked and what
didn’t work and why.

•

Celebrate success with the youth and family.

Thank you for your time
and attention!
Suzie Button sbutton@chapinhall.org
April D. Fernando afernando@chapinhall.org
Chapin Hall at the University of Chicago
PraedFoundation
@praedfoundation
TCOMconversations.org

